From the Desk of Editor in Chief

The last issue of AKMMC Journal volume 5, No-1 was widely accepted by the readers. This has encouraged and inspired us to improve the quality of our Journal more. The present issue of AKMMC Journal Volume 5, No-2 contains editorial on cancer facts global and Bangladesh perspective with more emphasis on preventive measures. Six original articles on "Infant feeding practices among the mother of selected different socio-economic groups in Dhaka city," "Pattern & case of hearing loss among the patients attending in an ENT OPD," "Maternal Risk Factos Associated with autistic children," "Knowledge and health problems related to health behavior among the secondary school children in Rural community of Dhanmra Upazilla, Dhaka," "Application of connectionist approach in classification of nutritional status among arsenic affected in rural areas in Bangladesh." "Recipient perception of blood transfusion risk in some selected tertiary care hospitals" are all mostly community based common health problems that needs awareness among both health professionals and people of country. Hopefully reader will be benefited by the problem and their community approach to solve these problems in Bangladesh.

Review articles on "Investigation of unnatural death" highlights the information of forensic expert to consult their superior for better result and coordination among legal police and medical personnel.

Genetic mutation is an important cause genesis of prostatic cancer, Many genes are mutated and role of NAT2 gene association may be a significant one. Review article of NAT2 gene mutation is informative & will be helpful for those who wants to do research in prostatic cancer.

ADA is a new but effective enzyme test for early diagnosis of tuberculosis. Review article on this is a timely review paper which is needed for practitioners in Bangladesh for early diagnosis of tuberculosis and its better management.

Case report on "Cervical rib" and "Kikuchi’s diseases" although not so rare will remind and refresh the physicians for correct diagnosis and management of these two rare diseases and other differential which may come across. I sincerely hope this issue will be another interesting issue for the readers.
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